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Opinnäytetyön aikana vain muutama palvelin ja Odoo instanssi lisättiin automaatiopro-
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tukset, joita Ansible tekee, otetaan pois käytöstä ja tämän jälkeen prosessi soveltuu no-

peisiin kehityssykleihin. 
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This thesis consists of investigation of how the integration and deployment process 

takes place at the client company in order to automate all, or most of it. The planning of 

the thesis project was started during the internship at the client company. Work was 

carried out during the internship that included getting familiar with the process as a 

software developer.  In addition to internship the writer also has strong hobbyist back-

ground with the technologies used in the project. The purpose of thesis is to automate 

the integration and deployment process and explain it to the reader in the thesis. 

 

During the thesis process only a couple of servers and Odoo instances were added to 

the automation process. Switching the whole infrastructure all at once would be too big 

shock and would surely end up causing problems possibly on multiple servers and in-

stances. With couple of developers who were able to test the system results look prom-

ising. Instead of 8-12 steps the number of steps dropped to pushing changes to the ver-

sion control system and making merge to certain branch meaning two steps. After that 

the code was on all the servers and instances added to the automation. The process 

takes several minutes with all the checks and is unsuitable for fast development process. 

It is more suitable for deployment process. The process speed increases dramatically 

when the checks that ansible does are removed and is the process suitable for the fast 

development cycles.  
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1 BASIS 

1.1 Objective 

 

As companies grow and they develop new products, they tend to acquire more infra-

structure and employees. Unfortunately, byproduct of this process is deterioration of 

processes which the company uses to manage its growing infrastructure. (Churchill & 

Lewis, 1983) This is also the setting of this thesis. As new products are developed with 

new technology, much of the tools and guidelines needed in the process are either ab-

sent, not compatible, manual or not automated with single tool or automated in a way 

that transforming knowledge about it is not simple and straightforward. 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to automate software development and deployment pro-

cesses inside the client company. Client of this thesis wants to stay anonymous. 

 

The environment in which the thesis is made is growing both with new product offerings 

and in employee amount. These tools and guidelines are needed so that software de-

velopers have common ground to build and develop new software on, saving time and 

money, reducing bugs, lowering the training needed for new employees and speeding 

up the deployment of bug fixes and new features into the software products. 

 

 

 

- Will continuous integration allow less bugs in the product that clients use? 

- Will automating continuous integration save developer time? 

- Will automating continuous integration decrease code version desynchroniza-

tion? 
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2 CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION AND CONTINUOUS DEPLOYMENT 

2.1 Continuous integration 

Continuous integration is a way of software development in which code changes from 

multiple developers are added together constantly as they are made. (Amazon, n.d., p. 

1) Benefits of continuous integration are multiple.  As new employees are hired the sys-

tem scales with increasing developer amount, the barrier of entry for new employee to 

get their code into production is low regarding bureaucracy and communication. It im-

proves communication among the developers as the changes are more easily seen and 

their effects felt when they arrive to codebase as small chunks frequently.  (Rehkopf, 

n.d.) As the changes are made gradually this also prevents so called integration hell at 

the end of development cycle or other logical sprint or timeframe in which development 

happens. (Pettit, n.d.) Continuous integration is a good fit for agile development process 

as it minimizes the effort of integration and as the integration happens often it is good 

place to optimize. (Agile Alliance, n.d.) 

2.2 Continuous deployment 

Continuous deployment means deploying code changes to instances as soon as the 

changes are made. The emphasis is on the automation part as the changes are deployed 

without human interaction when all tests on it have passed. Contrary to continuous de-

livery where deployments are made manually by humans. (Pettit, n.d.) As the reader 

may notice during viewing this document the processes described may contain both 

methods. This is because deployment is as much as business decision as a technical one 

and such takes more time to be answered. It is probable that development instances 

will be continuously deployed, and production instances continuously delivered. The 

emphasis of the implementation is on the continuous deployment side and the devel-

opment branches and instances follow the paradigm. (Lots. n.d.) 

 

Continuous deployment is associated with agile software development and differs from 

previous methods of deployment that followed a waterfall principle of software devel-

opment. Instead of developing the software from start to finish and then deploying the 

software deployment is done multiple times during software development cycle. This 
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helps to avoid problem of changing requirements which is one of the pitfalls of waterfall 

development. (Lots. n.d.) 
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3 TECHNOLOGIES AND TOOLS 

3.1 Odoo 

Although not written in all capital letters, Odoo is an acronym from words On Demand 

Open Object (Shereef, 2018).  

 

It is often referred as ERP and/or CRM software and such descriptions are usually 

enough in the context they are used. However, for this document we need a little more 

detailed and technical explanation. Odoo can be considered as a platform for software, 

called modules, modules alter and/or add behavior so that in theory any use case is 

possible with Odoo. Module is collection of Python, JavaScript and XML files that usually 

alters the behavior of Odoo. (Synconics, 2012) When we need to update the Odoo in-

stances on the servers this means that we have more than just Odoo itself to update. 

We need to update the modules too, and as they can be scattered around in different 

repositories it can be challenging. 

 

The core installation of Odoo is usually delivered with set of modules that can help user 

to get going quickly. (Synconics, 2012) The behavior of these modules can be altered, or 

new modules installed and developed. This core is also open source software. And is 

same in the enterprise and community versions. Enterprise version adds additional fea-

tures like for example migration from the next version of Odoo when new version is 

released and support from Odoo SA. (Eremeev, 2016) 

 

Odoo is open source software, open source software refers to software that's source 

code is freely accessible and can be modified by anyone. Like closed source software, 

open source software is also under a license, but the licenses differ tremendously from 

each other. Open source licenses usually grant the user the freedom to use, study, mod-

ify and distribute the software as they wish. This includes for example selling the soft-

ware or charging fees when offering open source software as a service. (Red Hat, 2019, 

p. 1) 
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To promote use of Odoo and support collaborative development and features there is 

an association called Odoo Community Association or OCA. They coordinate develop-

ment of community modules and act as legal support and entity to which code can be 

contributed to. (Odoo Community Association, n.d.) The client has contributed to Odoo 

Community Associations repositories and uses multiple modules developed by the as-

sociation and the community around it. 

 

3.2 PostgreSQL 

PostgreSQL is object-relational database system which uses SQL, with additional fea-

tures, as a query language. As of writing, no SQL database supports the full SQL standard 

which has 179 mandatory features. PostgreSQL supports 160 of 179 mandatory fea-

tures. In addition, it supports JSON datatypes and documents, borrowing ideas from 

NoSQL databases and allowing wider range of use cases. PostgreSQL, also known as 

Postgres, is open source software and got its start at the University of California at 

Berkeley and has been actively developed more than 30 years. It has strong reputation 

as being reliable, having robust feature set, extensibility. It is dedicated to the open 

source community to deliver performant and innovative solutions.  (PostgreSQL, n.d.) 

 

Extending PostgreSQL is possible for example with stored function and procedures, pro-

cedural programming languages such as but not limited to Perl and Python, foreign data 

wrappers and many extensions.  (PostgreSQL, n.d.) 

3.3 GNU/Linux kernel and system tools 

Linux is open source operating system kernel capable of running on multiple processor 

architectures. It is well suited for server usage because of the flexibility and license it 

has. It is widely deployed, supported and documented. Usually Linux kernel is shipped 

with parts that as together form a complete operating system. A derivate work of Linux 

is called distribution and they are usually tailored towards certain use case. (Linux Foun-

dation, n.d.)  
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Ubuntu server is a Linux distribution made to run on servers. Its offers reliable long-term 

update schedule which makes it good fit to use in production servers. Ubuntu Linux is 

based on Debian Linux. (Long, 2017) 

 

Debian Linux is Linux distributions that combines the Linux kernel and GNU tools and 

other important free software. It is made from large amount of software packages which 

can be installed to the system with package manager. (Debian, n.d.) 

 

In Linux when people refer to user what they mean is not only to natural persons which 

are regular users, but to users used by Linux system and the programs that run on it. 

Each user is assigned an identification number called UID (User ID) which for system 

users is usually under 500 and for regular users over 500. Each user belongs to at least 

one group.  Groups are used to control access to files and folders and assigning privileges 

to run commands as root user. (Kuutti, 2007, p. 149)  

3.3.1 APT 

APT is short for Advanced Package Tool. It is used to download, install, update and re-

move packages on Debian-based Linux distributions such as Ubuntu. It eliminates the 

need from user to manually figuring out and installing package dependencies. Linux 

packages often are dependent on other packages to provide functionalities to the pro-

grams. APT removes the need for downloading packages from sources you might not 

trust as packages are distributed through trusted repositories where code you run on 

your machine is reviewed by developers.   

(Schkn, n.d.) 

3.3.2 Systemd 

Systemd is manager for system and its services running on Linux operating system. It has 

features like mounting and automounting, snapshot support, tracking processes and 

handling system services at operating system startup and includes logging daemon. It 

was developed to be modern and dynamic system that could speed up system boot up 

times. It can manage system initialization but also provides alternatives for other system 

utilities like syslog and cron. (Linode, 2019, p. 1) 
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3.3.3 SSH 

SSH is a method for secure remote login to computer from another. It offers possibility 

to use several different authentication methods. Its purpose is to protect the communi-

cation and ensure data integrity. It is a secure alternative to for example telnet. (Ylonen, 

1996, p. 37-42) 

 

3.4 ANSIBLE 

Ansible is open source automation tool that simplifies server configuration and scales to 

multiple servers easily. It is usable on many different automation scenarios of varying 

sizes. It is agentless which means that there is no need to install anything Ansible related 

on the server which the tasks are run, only Python on Linux or PowerShell on windows. 

(Hummel, 2019) The main workflow with ansible are playbooks which are collection of 

tasks described in YAML, a human readable configuration language. (Red Hat, n.d.) 

YAML is short for YAML Ain't a Markup Language, it is designed to be readable by hu-

mans. (TutorialsPoint, 2018)  

 

With simple list like structure YAML is very accessible even to non-developers if needed. 

The tasks are parts of what Ansible calls modules and most of them are developed by 

Ansible developers but there is also a community of that develops modules for Ansible. 

(Red Hat, n.d., p. 1). 

3.4.1 Playbook 

Playbook is a collection of tasks that are run on the servers appointed by the host file. A 

task is small, usually, action that can for example create a directory. Such task could be 

written as follows. 

 

- name: Create a directory if it does not exist 

  file: 

    path: /etc/some_directory 

    state: directory 

    mode: '0755' 

 

This would create a folder in the path /etc/some_directory. 
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Example of a short playbook would be as follows: 

 

- hosts: odooservers 

  vars: 

    odoo_version: "12" 

  tasks: 

  - name: Install git 

    apt: 

       name: git 

       state: latest 

 

This playbook would install git to the odooservers hosts group described in the hosts 

file. (Red Hat, n.d.) 

 

Ansible playbooks are run on the developer’s machine or on the server that handles 

webhooks, later called DevOps server, and requires no extra installation on the servers 

that run Odoo instances. The hosts where the tasks are executed, are defined in the 

hosts file, used in the playbook and the user which tasks are executed as in the servers 

can be defined in the playbook or in the playbook command when it is run. The users 

are normal Linux users and work same as the developer users, with SSH-keys. (Red Hat, 

n.d.) This simplifies the user management process as there is no need for another user 

type. Devops user account, is handled along with the developer accounts using the play-

book. (Red Hat, n.d.) 

 

3.4.2 Hosts file 

The hosts file is collection of addresses the playbook can connect to. As default the Ans-

ble playbook will use hosts file located in the “/etc/ansible” folder, but with terminal 

flag we can give the playbook another hosts file to use. (Perkin, n.d) Structure of hosts 

file is simple, group of IP addresses can be grouped under a group name. In this example 

our hosts file could be like this 

 

[odooservers] 

123.123.123.123 

321.321.321.321 
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This hosts file would define group odooservers with two IP addresses in it. As the play-

book is run with this host file Ansible connects to these servers trough SSH connection 

and executes the tasks. In this case package name git would get installed, assuming the 

servers are running Debian or one of its derivatives. (Red Hat, n.d.) 

3.4.3 Why Ansible 

Well known and "boring" tools usually also allow resources to be used in more important 

aspects (McKinley, 2015). Ansible is also developed with python and can be extended 

with modules made with python (Red Hat, n.d.). As python is also the language used in 

Odoo modules it is probable that if need for custom Ansible module development would 

arise then there would be skilled people able to develop those employed by the client. 

3.5 Python 

"Python is an interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language with dy-

namic semantics. Its high-level built in data structures, combined with dynamic typing 

and dynamic binding, make it very attractive for Rapid Application Development, as well 

as for use as a scripting or glue language to connect existing components together. Py-

thon's simple, easy to learn syntax emphasizes readability and therefore reduces the 

cost of program maintenance. Python supports modules and packages, which encour-

ages program modularity and code reuse. The Python interpreter and the extensive 

standard library are available in source or binary form without charge for all major plat-

forms and can be freely distributed." (Python Software Foundation, n.d.) 

3.5.1 Flask 

Flask is a python library developed for to be quick and easy way to make web applica-

tions with options to scale up as the services grow. It suggests usage of additional librar-

ies but does not require user to use any. Choosing to grow and use other libraries is left 

for the developer. Simple flask application can be programmed in just couple of lines of 

Python. (Pallets, n.d.) 
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Git is distributed version control system. It is fast and easy to learn. I was developed in 

(Git, n.d.) Version control is important part of the software development process as it 

allows developers to have multiple copies of the same code on which they can work on 

independently. It allows for centralized controlled process for controlling the flow of 

features and bugfixes into the software. In addition, it also works as a backup and res-

toration tool in the case code that does not work gets deployed into the production 

environment. (Chacon S. & Straub E., n.d., Pro Git. p. 1.1) 

3.6 Gitlab 

GitLab is, among other things, version control repository hosting service. It is open 

source and can be self-hosted if necessary. At the time of writing we are using the ser-

vice provided by gitlab.com.  (GitLab, n.d.) GitLab also has built in continuous integration 

tools (GitLab, n.d.). But those will be used only for testing our code, even though the 

tools are capable of much more. The code is stored on repositories on a host-ed platform 

and code changes are submitted to the repository as commits. Each commit goes to 

certain branch and branches are merged on certain points to development and produc-

tion branches.  (Chacon S. & Straub E., (n.d.). Pro Git, p. 1.1) Before the code is commit-

ted the quality is checked when git hooks are triggered, git hooks are action that are 

executed when something happens on the git repository at the developer’s machine.  

(Chacon S. & Straub E., (n.d.). Pro Git p. 8.3)  

 

User management to GitLab happens trough SSH -keys, which is very convenient as this 

is also one used by SHH connection, so our developers only need to know one concept 

and have only one key. SSH-keys are encrypted credentials used by SSH-protocol. They 

are generated on the user’s machine and work in pairs. One key is left to the user and 

the other key can be shared with the server or service in which authentication is needed. 

The one staying in the user’s machine is called the private key and the one shared with 

server or service is called the public key. (Bluhm, 2017) SSH is short for Secure SHell, it 

is encrypted protocol for having connections between machines. (Communications Se-

curity, 2019) 
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3.7 Webhooks 

As the code repository receives changes from the developer, we need a way to activate 

necessary actions to perform. In this case GitLab offers us handy tool named webhooks 

which "... allow you to trigger a URL if for example new code is pushed or a new issue is 

created." (GitLab, n.d.) Each project is set to have webhook that, when action happens, 

informs our server that something has happened in the repository and server takes care 

of running correct Ansible playbooks. 

 

For example, when merge request is made to 12.0-dev branch, the devops server gets 

notified and launches corresponding actions. Meaning in most cases that it runs Ansible 

playbook that in that holds all the important actions. The webhook server serves as a 

kind of "dumb" switch and is only necessary because webhooks cannot be directly tied 

to a playbook for example. 

3.8 Pre-commit 

Pre-commit is package manager for git hooks which simplifies the configuration and us-

age of git pre commit hooks. (Finkle, n.d) It is used in this project to check for code qual-

ity. Firstly, on the developer’s machine for the committed files and then on the GitLab 

CI/CD pipeline for all files in the code repository.  It is the same tool used by OCA and 

we try to follow their guidelines in addition to our own. (OCA, 2019) Some of the most 

important tools run by pre-commit are the following. Flake8 which is a linting tool, it 

checks that code syntax is correct. (Gal, 2017) Pylint, which is a static code analysis tool, 

it differs from simple linter in that it also tries to find programming errors and suggest 

refactoring. (PyCQA, n.d.) And ESLint, which is tool to check JavaScript code for syntax 

errors and enforce code style.  (JS Foundation, n.d., p. 1) As a requirement to ESLint NPM 

and NodeJS are also installed. NodeJS is runtime which allows running JavaScript with-

out a browser (OpenJS Foundation, n.d.) NPM stand for Node Package Manager and is 

what the name says. It’s used to install ESLint and packages that it depends on. (NPM 

Inc., n.d.) 
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3.9 Supervisorctl 

Since one server runs multiple instances of Odoo a tool is needed to control all pro-

cesses. As normal Linux processes can be quite confusing and have high barrier of entry 

a simpler tool was chosen to do the job. Supervisroctl is monitoring tool for processes 

that uses server/client architecture and runs on UNIX-like operating systems. (Agen-

daless Consulting, n.d.) It uses configuration files and it manages only processes that 

have configuration files it also isolates our Odoo instances from the system processes 

on the user interface. Making it much less probable that user stops, restarts or starts 

wrong processes. It also enables remote controlling the processes (Agendaless Con-

sultin, n.d., p. Features) and in the future it is probable that we integrate this remote 

controlling to our toolchain as developers not needing to use SSH at all would be the 

best case scenario from usability and security standpoints. 

 

Supervisroctl usage to developer is simple. The developer connects via SSH to the server, 

switches to superuser and then runs supervisorctl command. After this they are pre-

sented text mode list of running processes and their state can be altered with com-

mands, start, stop and restart with the instance name after the command. (Agendaless 

Consultin, n.d., p. Running Supervisorctl) 

3.10 Mattermost 

Mattermost is chat service that can be self-hosted. It is designed for internal communi-

cations inside the company. Other features include file sharing and search of chat logs. 

In Mattermost discussions are split into channels and teams and the chat history is fully 

searchable.  Clients can be used on web browsers, desktop computers and mobile de-

vices. Mattermost offers DevOps integration, bots, plugins and extensions, API and sup-

ports webhooks. Different authentication methods are possible, including AD/LDAP. It 

is used by big companies including Bungie and US Army.  (Mattermost, n.d.)  
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4 IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 General 

Before the practical part of this thesis began the integration and deployment process 

was manual. First the developer would write the code and test it on their local machine. 

Relying on manual code quality checking. Then push this code into one and only existing 

branch on git repository. Hoping that no code changes would conflict with other devel-

oper’s code changes and create problems.  If updating the code was successful. The de-

veloper would connect to one server where the change was needed trough SSH on the 

terminal of their machine, update the code in the code repository on the server and 

then update the module on the instance using the graphical user interface of Odoo. 

 

This method had multiple points of possible failure. As performing it for the most part 

was left up to do by humans, simply paying no attention or being tired could have af-

fected the process. And as no written guidelines existed the way each developer per-

formed the update may have been different and therefore cause unexpected or differ-

ent results on one of the Odoo instances. 

 

With this method was that the code was updated to only one server, as the other in-

stances on other servers were updated problems could arise unexpectedly and for no 

apparent reason. This could lead to situation where updating or simply restarting Odoo 

instance was stressful and uncertain operation to do, leading to developers possibly 

avoiding it and therefore leading to technical debt. 

 

This update was also not visible to any other developers, meaning that there was no 

other way to know at which state the code was at in the servers other than manually 

checking it yourself. This could lead to fragmentation between installations as they were 

updated at different intervals. With multiple servers and growing the problems caused 

by this could be very severe. 

 

The manual updating method also did not scale. It was not feasible to expect developer 

to update all the servers and instances every time change was made. And even if it was, 
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the changing number of servers would lead to some of the servers being forgotten as 

update happened and that way lead to even worse scenario were other developers 

would assume that all the servers were up to date even if they were not. 

 

At the time the server infrastructure consisted of about a dozen servers that run Odoo 

instances and 3 database servers. These servers run Debian and Ubuntu operating sys-

tems. 

 

The section concentrates on the most part on explaining the automation process and 

the reasons behind the actions, not listing and explaining every single task on every sin-

gle playbook. The playbooks, configuration files and other needed software are all 

stored inside a single git repository and version controlled just like the software code. 

The repository has two branches, master and dev. First one is for daily usage and to be 

used daily in the automation and by developers and the second one is a branch for test-

ing new features and configurations. 

 

On the server which Odoo instances are run each instance gets its own Supervisorctl 

configuration file. This tells the Supervisorctl to start the process at the system startup. 

The configuration file is named after the instance name, let’s stay for example cus-

tomer123. This name is also used as a Linux username under which the Odoo process is 

run. This provides isolation as each user has right to only its own instance. Odoo uses 

the customer123 as database name, this is set in the Supervisorctl and Odoo configura-

tion files. 

4.2 Planning 

The planning phase of the thesis began during the internship which was completed be-

fore the beginning of thesis. Work was done with the software products and as a result 

experience with the development process was acquired. Along the internship other em-

ployees also helped with the requirements of the automation by communicating their 

needs regarding the system and suggesting tools and methods in which things could be 

done. Much of the requirements and ideas for the implementation part of thesis was 

collected during the internship and no scheduled planning meetings where hold. 
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At the beginning containers where considered as part of the process but since Odoo is 

run with python and the processes can be neatly controlled and observed together, 

there was no need for containerization. In fact, the containerization of Odoo instances 

would only have complicated the setups and possibly would have added more stress on 

the servers in terms of computing power. 

 

Choice between two version control repository hosting services was made, GitHub and 

GitLab. As the tools for code quality and other testing from Odoo community association 

runs on Travis, which is continuous integration tools, it would have required to switch 

all the repositories to GitHub as Travis is so deeply integrated  and the tools and test 

without much of a work from our part would be provided by the association. For the 

workflow with software development to stay similar regarding the developer access to 

code repositories for example, this would have required a switch to paid version of 

GitHub. For each developer a monthly fee would have to be paid. The switch in addition 

to money would of course require that the paid accounts would need some manage-

ment and changing whenever new developer arrived or old one left. For these reasons 

it was a priority to avoid this change and the tests of same nature were accomplished 

with other tools. Pre-commit and GitLab CI/CD Pipeline were used to accomplish this, 

and this system has some advantages compared to testing code only on the server side. 

As the developers write their code and code quality tests are run on their machine a 

large amount of time is saved. Typical Travis test on a code commit on a GitHub server 

took about 5 minutes when on developers machine the code quality tests run in sec-

onds.  

 

During the project, negotiations about the intervals of updating was ongoing and mostly 

undecided. The development instances which are only in internal use could be updated 

as soon as changes were made but the production instances would require timed up-

dating. The exact interval of updating was not clear but need for it was. 

 

As the new tools and guidelines differ much from the previous way of doing deployment 

a partial introduction of automation is necessary part of the project. Switching all 
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servers, codebases and instances to new tools instantly would cause too much chaos 

and waste valuable time and resources. Too rapid change can also cause people to reject 

it. The automation tools and guidelines were planned to support partial introduction 

and deployment. Ansible was chosen as the automation tool because it is simple to use. 

We want the automation infrastructure and configuration be easily accessible by other 

developers in case changes are needed and the original developer of the system is not 

around anymore. 

4.3 Current integration and deployment process  

The current manual integration and deployment process starts with developer writing 

code. Then the code is integrated in the version control system. After this developer 

updates the code to the server and then to the Odoo instance. 
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Kuva 1. Current update reach 

Line represents code movement. Green is up to date. Red is out of date. 

4.4 Servers 

The servers that run Odoo instances use Ubuntu Linux operating system. Compared to 

Debian Linux Ubuntu receives updates at a faster pace while still having a long-term 

support version. New bugfixes and speedups are good in the server environment where 

speed and security are on the top of priority list while on the DevOps server no such 

speed of updates is needed, and slower updating Debian is a good choice. Both distribu-

tions receive security updates as they are released. At the time of the thesis the version 

of Ubuntu was 18.04 and version of Debian was 9.0. 

 

On the servers we run three kind of Odoo instances. 

4.4.1 Development instances 

The development instances are first place where code is deployed. They are only used 

inside the company and serve as testing platform for new modules, features and bug 

fixes. Database in periodically overwritten with production instance database, this en-

sures that the environment where developers test new module, feature or bugfix is the 

same as the environment in which the user will use the code. 

4.4.2 Testing instances 

Testing instances are instances for the users to test new features and learn how our 

products work. Database of testing instances is periodically overwritten by the produc-

tion instance database. So that the client will have their data to test and learn with. 

 

In addition to being testing and learning platform for our users, the testing instances can 

also be used as new module, feature and bug fix testing platform for developers. After 

the code has been deployed to the development instances it is usually brought into the 

testing instance before the production instance.  This way the users can test new mod-

ules, features or bugfixes before they are deployed into the production instance. 
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4.4.3 Production instances 

Production instances are the most important instances of the three types of instances 

one installation has. It is the instance that is in daily use of the customer or similar enti-

ties. Uptime and stability of the production instance is the most important goal of con-

tinuous integration and continuous deployment, alongside with the speed of getting 

features to the customer.   

 

Production instance is the last place where code is updated after it has gone through 

the process described in this document. Updates are done on certain intervals so when 

the rare occurrence of a bug happens, the developers are ready and need for fixing will 

not come as a surprise. Fixed instance upgrade times also ensures that features flow 

into the production more evenly. 

 

 

4.4.4 DevOps server 

At the beginning of the project a server was set up to handle the webhooks and run the 

ansible playbooks. Later referred as DevOps server. This was done by an Ansible play-

book which performed various tasks on the DevOps server. Starting with installation of 

needed apt-packages, this was a list containing ansible and git packages. As this list is 

variable its easily extensible in the future and clearly tells the playbook user which pack-

ages are installed. Then playbooks proceed to created needed folders to hold log files. 

The task for folder creation in ansible playbooks is as follows. 

 

- name: Make sure that log folder exists 

      become: yes 

      file: 

        path: /var/log/devops 

        state: directory 

 

Name of the task can be anything and is displayed as the playbook is run. Then the play-

book ads the webhook server as a cron file so it will run at the server startup. Cron is 
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usually used in timing actions but works here now as cron is started as a late state of 

system startup in which necessary services to run the webhook server will be started. 

 

The server software that listens for webhooks was developed with Python using the 

Flask library. It is small piece of code that listens for HTTP request from certain port and 

on receiving handles the data, if necessary, runs a playbook. The purpose of the server 

is just to listen to webhooks and run playbooks and acts as a kind of glue between GitLab 

webhooks and Ansible playbooks. This server is also responsible of updating itself and 

the playbooks when code is pushed into the playbook repository. This will help in the 

future to reduce the need for human interaction on the overall process. After the files 

are updated the webhook catching server also restarts itself.  

 

As Mattermost is used as the "fast" communications platform in the company, email 

being "slow", it is natural that the automatic integration and deployment process also 

informs what it is doing into Mattermost chat. In various states of operations message 

is sent to certain channels on the Mattermost that are reserved for this kind of usage. 

This allows other developers to also be up to date about what is happening to the code 

as all the code merges get reported to one central location. 

 

 

The DevOps server is running Debian Linux version 9.0 and it is separate server from the 

servers that run Odoo instances.  The reason for this is that own server for DevOps op-

erations minimizes the risks of automation tools messing up other servers and opera-

tions. The computing power requirements of automation tools on the server is quite low 

but as the tests and tools grow in the future it is good that there is its own separate 

server to handle the operations. 

 

4.5 User management with Ansible 

Developers need access to the Odoo instance and database servers.  As the software 

development process was constantly ongoing the logical first thing to automate was 

server user management. Allowing developers to access every server trough SHH was 
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also not planned to be prevented at any point. This was to allow the old way of updating 

things until the migration to full automation was done but also to have some sort of 

backup in case direct access was needed even when automation was in place.   

 

Need for access included servers not covered by other automation such as those which 

host Joomla instances. The servers run Debian and Ubuntu Linuxes and users on the 

servers were normal Linux users. To be able to connect to the server trough SSH, a public 

SSH key must have been placed on the server. To automate adding and removing users 

on the server Ansible playbook which handles the operation. Developer ads their public 

SSH key to git repository, which is then automatically pulled into the server that runs 

automation playbooks and key is updated to all servers. 

 

Giving access to the servers to developers also allows them to access logfiles and in do 

code deployment and testing without automation, like before, as the process of moving 

to automation can then be done partially over time. Logging automation and easy access 

from developer machine is outside of the scope of this thesis. 

 

The user management playbook has a list of usernames that need to be added to the 

server. As it is connected to the hosts it loops trough the usernames and adds them to 

the Linux system as system users. Adding to them the needed groups. Then it goes 

through the list of public keys that are in the same git repository as the playbook and 

loops trough them, adding them as trusted keys in the system. 

4.6 The development environment 

During the development process it’s important that all developers have the same devel-

opment environment, with each other and with testing and production Odoo instances. 

As a result of this code changes behave the same on all stages of development and de-

ployment. (Shevat, n.d.) It is set up with ansible playbook, to ensure identical environ-

ments. The playbook is acquired from git repository which ensures that all developers 

can easily keep in sync with the latest changes. The process of setting up and updating 

development environment is a process that each developer must and will do multiple 
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times as the code in the repositories and in the development environment playbooks 

change. 

 

First the developer clones the repository using git with a command: 

 

git clone <repository address> 

 

After the developer has cloned the repository that holds the playbook, they need to run 

specific command to run the playbook. 

 

ansible-playbook playbooks/local-dev-env.yml -i hosts/development-hosts --ask-be-

come-pass --connection=local 

 

Playbook installs specific Odoo version to the developer’s machine along with needed 

python package dependencies from python package index. At the time of writing the 

Odoo version was 12.0. Then it creates Odoo user to the developer’s machine and gen-

erates an SSH-key pair for the user. Odoo users SSH-key needs to be added to GitLab so 

the odoo -user has access to the code and can clone it. It can be done by navigating to 

address https://gitlab.com/profile/keys and issuing command “cat ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub” 

and copying the output to the GitLab user interface. 

 

The fact that same playbooks can be used on the server and the developer’s machine 

also allows to have a single list of repositories to use. This reduces repetition and servers 

for the developers as a single source of truth when figuring out which repositories are 

in use. Reason for using odoo -user is that the servers use it, so same playbooks can be 

used setting up and updating the development environment and the server environ-

ment. Then it copies Odoo development configuration files into right place.  Then it 

clones the company’s own source code repositories from multiple different repositories.  

The repository that holds the playbooks also contains configuration files for Odoo so 

there is no need to create ones. These are cloned to the same folder path as in the 

server. Module directories on the repositories are linked into one directory so the Odoo 

configuration files can be kept small.  The linking is handled automatically by the 

https://gitlab.com/profile/keys
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playbook as developer is setting up the environment but can also be done manually if 

needed. 

 

Previous actions deal with programs, code and tools that are common to development 

environment and servers on which Odoo is run. In addition to those the developer will 

benefit from playbook as it installs tools that are needed or might be needed during the 

Odoo module development. For example, pgAdmin3, graphical user interface to Post-

greSQL database and SQLite browser which is powerful tool when dealing with Odoo 

import and output files which are in CSV (Comma Separated Value) files.   

 

Code quality testing tools along with the needed configuration is also installed. For the 

time being this means just the pre-commit tool described earlier. The pre-commit con-

figuration files are placed in each repository folder, but originals are always in the same 

repository as the playbooks so that when changes are made, they will flow into the code 

repositories from the playbook repository as the developers update their environments. 

The code quality check tool, pre-commit, checks by default only the files the developer 

has added to each commit. This way the flow of developing is not disturbed too much 

when the checks first arrive in the repository in which they previously where absent. 

Code quality checks to all files in repository are made in the GitLab CI/CD pipeline. 

 

After playbook has set up the environment it is identical to other developer’s environ-

ments and developer can now start Odoo with for example changing to directory 

/opt/odoo/<odoo-version>/server and running command: 

 

 ./odoo-bin -c ../conf/odoo-<odoo-version>-all-dev-modules.conf 

 

The folder structure is same as in the servers. The odoo binary itself is installed at path 

/opt/odoo/<odoo-version>/server. And the modules to path /opt/odoo/<odoo-ver-

sion>/addons. Odoo configuration file needs to have all the paths to modules parents’ 

folders listed. As the module amount grows the configuration files can get very big and 

as each repository is usually its own line the developers may remove, add or forget to 

remove or add paths. For this reason, both on the server and the developers machine 
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the playbook links the modules into one folder using Linux file links. This allows the de-

velopment configuration file to be small as the only paths it needs are. 

/opt/odoo/<odoo-version>/addons – the odoo core addons path, /opt/odoo/<-odoo-

version>/addons/mpg-linked-all and /opt/odoo/addons/mpg-dev-linked-all. 

 

After this the Odoo instance is accessible at localhost at port 8069.  

4.7 Branching strategy 

Module repositories are divided to at least two branches named after Odoo version and 

their code state. First branch was at the time of the thesis called 12.0 and is referred as 

production branch and 12.0-dev, referred as development branch. 

 

As the developer starts developing new module, or feature to module, first thing they 

do is branch of from the development branch. Which, according to Atlassian (Atlassian, 

n.d.) ensures that development branch will not hold broken code at any point as the 

changes are made in this branch first. It also helps in making the developer coordinate 

when to merge. Coordinated merging means that conflicts in the code changes can then 

be predicted to happen at these events, which means the developer can anticipate them 

and make necessary evaluation about the time they need for the merge. This branch is 

often called a feature branch and is usually named after the feature, bug fix or new 

module it holds inside with developer branch as prefix.  For example, developing new 

module which adds favorite color for the partner model name could be 12.0-dev-part-

ner-favorite-color. 

4.8 Pre-commit 

As the developer commits their code into the feature branch their code is tested locally 

with different kind of code quality tools. Tool called pre-commit handles the different 

kind of tests. Most of the testing tools and code quality rules are advised to be used by 

Odoo community association. As the community has shared guidelines about code qual-

ity tools and we use them this eases our burden and ensures that our developers are 

able to commit to the associations code repositories if necessary. 
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The code quality testing on the developer machine is required when new commit is 

made. This means that only code that passes the tests can be pushed into the repository. 

This is the case with all the branches. Testing code from the beginning even in feature 

branch means that there will not be a large amount of changes to be made when code 

is merged as all the code must follow the quality tools configurations.  

4.9 Gitlab CI/CD Pipeline 

When commit is made to git repository, GitLab CI/CD pipeline will run tests on the code. 

First it establishes Docker container running Linux with latest Python and Odoo installed. 

Then it installs Odoo and things needed to run it. The Odoo is then run with commands 

to install the modules to make sure they install.  After this all files in the repository are 

checked with pre-commit. This testing environment is very versatile and can be used to 

test almost anything and offers large variety of ways to expand the testing. 

4.10 Merging 

Instead of developers merging all changes to one branch, a feature branching system 

was introduced in which the code changes move through branches as merge requests. 

There is no tool to enforce this but as a crucial part of continuous integration it is im-

portant to have rules by which code is moved. This is part of the bigger picture in auto-

mation that spans to the company culture. When everything can’t be automated and 

unfortunately something must be left to be done by humans, it is important that it is 

something that is easy to see and follow. In this case any developer familiar with GitLab 

user interface can see the branches and guess what we are doing. Furthermore, the cul-

ture of continuous integration is easier to pass on to new developers because it has a 

name and is widely known concept of which documentation and similar material exists.  

 

After developer has finished programming new module, feature or bugfix and the com-

mits pipeline tests have passed a merge request is created. After another developer has 

looked at the code and approved it, the pull request can be merged to the development 

branch. This triggers a webhook which informs the DevOps server to run playbooks to 

update the development code repositories and restart the Odoo development in-

stances.  
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After the module, feature or bugfix has been deployed to development server and 

tested a pull request can be made from development branch to production branch and 

code will be deployed to the development servers on the next production update.   

4.11 Development branch 

As the merge happens into development branch, a webhook is sent to DevOps server. 

This triggers automation to deploy changes into servers. When merge request is opened, 

the webhook server leaves a comment on it letting the developer know that merging 

this pull request will trigger automation. In the development's branch case, the automa-

tion is updating the development repositories on the Odoo instance servers. What ex-

actly is to happen cannot be revealed on the comment as they might be public some-

times, but some information that the developer action will spring actions elsewhere is 

mandatory.  

4.12 Updating the repositories 

At this project there is tens of repositories hosted on the GitLab service. Updating all the 

repositories on all the servers is too error prone and complicated to do by hand. This 

has been the previous method of keeping all up to date. The new method is addition to 

the old method and updating repositories by hand is still possible, but in the future no 

repository will be forgotten or in the wrong branch. The automatic update overrides 

repositories on the server that are in the wrong branch and sets the branch into the 

development branch.  In addition to this the automatic update also removes any old 

repositories or so called "backups", which are usually just copies of code repository fold-

ers that are named differently, that developers might be tempted to do if updating is 

left to humans only.   

 

During the process the Ansible playbook sends messages to company’s Mattermost chat 

so the developer doing the merge and other developers can be up to date bout at what 

part of the automation process is going on now. Ansible playbook is run that clones’ 

changes of development repositories into the servers. It does this by looping over the 
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list of repositories and committing git clone task on each of them. Ansible git module is 

used which is developed by Ansible community. 

 

The playbook is also place with a list of all git repositories we use. Alongside our git re-

positories it also updates OCA git repositories that host the community made modules. 

4.13 Updating the modules to the development instances 

After the code repositories are up to date, the development Odoo instances are re-

started using Supervisorctl. Restart is made with its own playbook, presented here. 

 

- hosts: odoo 

  tasks: 

    - name: Restart development instances with supervisorctl 

      become: yes 

      command: supervisorctl restart dev:* 

 

Defined as the hosts is the Odoo instance server group and the restart itself is made with 

a command task. This task can run any Linux command. In this case the command is 

 

supervisorctl restart dev:* 

 

which restarts all the instances in the dev process group. Become means that the play-

books uses superuser privileges on the serve it connects to. 

 

As the development instances restart, a module is updated which starts auto upgrade 

of all modules. This module update is set in the instances Supervisorctl configuration file 

with -u flag.  Update of this module launches module auto upgrade -module which 

checks a hash checksum of modules and compares it to see which modules to upgrade. 

Odoo has terminal flag "-u all" which updates all the modules but most of the time not 

all modules are upgraded and since the update of all modules tries to update all modules 

it takes a very long time. This would not necessarily be problem on the development in-

stances of Odoo but on production instances the possible downtime must be minimized 

so this more precise method of updating modules was devised. 
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4.14 Updating the code to the production instances 

Updating of the code to the production instances cannot be done at the same time as 

the changes are made to the code. Because the updating process requires restarting the 

instances this would mean downtime on the services, sometimes multiple times a day. 

These kinds of interruptions would affect the users negatively. Instead the productions 

server updates would be timed using Cron timing. Cron is a Linux tool used to run com-

mands at certain intervals. One possible update interval would be one week. The servers 

would update and restart on Sunday to Monday night and that way if problems occur, 

they appear at expected time and leave the rest of the week for fixing them if necessary.  

 

4.15 Automated integration and deployment process 

After the automation process is in place the process now looks like in the following im-

age. 

 

 

Kuva 2. Planned update reach 
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The code never goes to the DevOps server as the image suggests but the main point is 

that the updated “path” now covers all the servers and instances.  
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5 RESULTS 

 

During the thesis process all servers were switched to use the new system. The server 

addition was done gradually and after each step the automation was tested. As ex-

pected, some problems occurred during the process but most of them were the kind of 

bugs that the automation was designed to prevent in the first place. Some modules were 

not up to date on one server, for example. These kind of mismatches of versions should 

not happen in the future as the process is now programmatically forced to happen in 

certain way and update all the code to the newest version. This should in theory help 

catch more bugs before they get to the client as the promise that the code is always at 

same state helps reduce the area of which problems can occur. 

 

Using ansible the gradual deployment of automation was simple. Server addresses were 

added to the list of addresses on which ansible would operate. Necessary users were set 

up on the servers. Then automation was run, and checks were made to see if anything 

was not working. It was to be expected that at least some code was out of sync and 

some servers even had changes made directly to just that server. In the future these 

problems should appear in very small amounts or not at all. As the automation always 

overrides the server state regarding code, there is no point for developer to make any-

thing other changes than very short lived. 

 

At first the process of updating all the code into the servers took something in range of 

5-15 minutes. This was obviously too slow for fast paced continuous integration where 

the changed made to the code would usually be updated to the server right after they 

were made. This slow speed is completely because of ansible. On the other hand, ansible 

makes sure that everything you want to happen in a playbook also happens. For 

speedups these checks can be circumvented. Since we are running actions that will hap-

pen many times, sometimes tens of times in a day, and will rarely fail we can trust that 

the code will be up to date on the servers even without all checks that Ansible does. 
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The speed of ansible is something that must be taken into consideration if you are plan-

ning to do automation with it. Since the main use case for Ansible is to automate the 

handling of the infrastructure, the speed is not the most important aspect of the project. 

Which is understandable. The checks that ansible does can be circumvented with pure 

shell calls, this adds complexity but not very much since many benefits of Ansible will 

still be usable. Like the added structure dictated by using playbooks. The shell calls are 

made by ansible and are in the same place in the playbook as the ansible module com-

mand which previously did the code cloning. With the checks circumvented the speed 

in which code was updated dropped to 0.5 – 2 minutes which is very tolerable speed for 

this kind of automation. 

 

Before the automation the process to get the code to the server was cumbersome. Con-

nect with SSH to server, update the code, hope nothing will break, and you did not make 

any human errors. As time goes by and the developer does this again and again the pro-

cess gets faster and some automation by the developer can be added. Nothing still pre-

vents the developer from making human errors and variations in the manual updating 

process can vary developer to developer. It is also time consuming to teach the process 

to new developers. As the process is automated and the code is updated as soon as it is 

pushed into repository there cannot be any variation on the process and no matter how 

new the developer is the time it takes to update is constant. This saves developers times. 

 

Before the automation process was in place code could be several versions behind de-

pending on the server. As the developer usually only updated one server while develop-

ing the code, but the code could also be used on other servers, if there was need to 

know what version of the code was on the server it had to be updated manually. Now 

there is a guarantee that the code in all servers is always the newest code. 

 

However, the part of automation that updates the code to the software instances was 

not finished during working on this thesis. The idea was to run a checker on software 

reboot that would see if any module code was changed and then update only the 

changed modules. It would have been simpler to just update all the modules, but this 
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can take a long time and updating can happen multiple times a day or even an hour. So, 

the added complexity of updating only certain modules is unfortunately a must. 

 

During the update process messages will be sent to different locations to inform the 

developer about the state of the update. When the merge is completed in GitLab the 

automation sends a message to the pull request telling the developer that automation 

is taking place. At the same time message is also sent into a specific Mattermost channel. 

This channel also receives information about which servers were updated and was 

planned to also inform which instances updated which modules. Providing the develop-

ers with this kind of information is very important and in addition to going into the Mat-

termost channel it should also be logged somewhere with timestamps. In the case some 

server or software instance breaks the logs can be checked to see what changes have 

happened near, in place and time, the breakage. 

 

The DevOps server ties all this together. It runs server software made with Python using 

the Flask library. As the request come from the GitLab automation pipeline they are 

handled, and necessary Ansible playbooks are then run. It is made in a way that when 

adding servers, the python code does not need to be changed, only the Ansible config-

uration and playbook files. It could probably be made even more error resistant (see 

7.1.4) but as it is now it should be adequate. 

 

Error resistance and small changes were big part of rolling out the automation process 

since automation and tools are meant to decrease the workflow of the developers and 

too radical and/or fast changes can have opposite effects. During the whole process. 

from design to end, many technologies were considered and tested. For example, con-

tainers. Finding the perfect combination of complexity and features is of course ongoing 

process that has no end but starting with idea that it easier to add than take away parts 

of the process I do believe the direction of the project is on correct path.  

 

“Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to add, but when there is noth-

ing left to take away.” - Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Airman's Odyssey 
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6 SUMMARY 

6.1 Future maintenance 

The tools used in the thesis work were all chosen because either they are easy to learn 

or most of the developers were already familiar with them. In cases where some other 

tool could have done the job, but existing tool could do the same job the existing tool 

was chosen to not add complexity into the process. These choices were made to ensure 

the system is maintainable in the future even if the writer leaves or is otherwise unable 

to maintain the system. 

6.2 Challenges 

As the tools and other software like Linux operating system and Python are familiar to 

me through hobbies and internship the thesis faced no major technical challenges. Some 

are to be expected as the project is not finished yet. Usually the last 10% of the project 

is 90% of the work.  

 

One of the challenges of the thesis was scheduling. As I was planning my thesis during 

the internship on summer and autumn 2019, I was expecting to work on the thesis 

through January to March full time, meaning about 40 hours a week. My planning and 

feature set were made using this estimate. Changes to plans were made after my intern-

ship and I started working 3 days a week and working on my thesis 2 days a week. This 

meant that I had to downscale the project to bare minimum. 

 

Ansibles speed when cloning and updating git repositories was slower than expected. 

As these procedures are simple and usually very fast this came as a surprise. On the 

other hand, the thing that is slowing Ansible down on these are the checking it does 

when cloning and updating. In the cases where speed is not important the tradeoff is 

good, because Ansible is more reliable than many other methods of doing the cloning 

and updating. 
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7 POSSIBLE FUTURE ADDITIONS 

7.1.1 New Odoo instance setup 

In addition to updating Odoo instances on the servers, functionality for setting up new 

Odoo instances is planned. As the development environment is already being set up with 

Ansible playbooks the next logical step is to use playbooks on the server too. The process 

of setting up new instance should be so easy that non-developer could do it. This would 

allow sales team to spin up new instances of Odoo for customers when needed. This 

would require graphical user interface and could be integrated on the server that han-

dles webhooks. A simple webpage with new instance name, that would also be used as 

database and Linux username on the server, and selection of which product would be 

installed on the server. This automation would require generating configurations for Su-

pervisorctl and Odoo instances and saving the generated Odoo database password to 

somewhere automatically. 

7.1.2 Supervisorctl remote control 

Supervisorctl allows remote control of running instances. As the configuration files are 

now scattered on the servers, each containing configuration files for instances run on 

that server, the remote control would allow the configuration files to be on the DevOps 

server and all Odoo instances running on the servers to be handled manually. 

 

In addition, this would allow the developers to control the instances from their own ma-

chines, further reducing the need to use SSH connection to the instance servers. 

 

7.1.3 Automatic module update 

If same module is used in multiple Odoo instances, problems can also occur if the mod-

ule is not updated on the instance. This problem was considered during the making of 

the thesis and some attempts were made to make it happen but given the timeframe 

they were not successful. There is not any technical reason why updating the modules 

on the instance would be impossible. 
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7.1.4 Simplify the DevOps server software 

Currently on the DevOps server a Python server is run which handles the HTTP request 

coming from GitLab. This could be switched to use Apache web server and python scripts 

to CGI. It should increase the reliability and decrease the complexity on this tool. Relia-

bility increase would be because Apache starts more reliable than custom made server 

and CGI runs each request in its own process meaning that error will only close that 

process and not the whole server. 
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